Report on Critical School

Now that you have read an overview of the major critical schools from your anthology you need to choose one of these schools to focus on for your report. Keep these things in mind when choosing your school:

- Choose a school that interests you
- Choose a school that you have a natural understanding of
- Choose a school that is related to the fields you will be studying in your major.

You must conduct some outside research in order to further investigate the critical school you have chosen. Conduct your research as follows:

- Google your critical school (look through open internet sources)
- Google Scholar search your critical school
- Youtube your critical school (is it in pop culture?)
- Search your school in the library catalog.
- Search your school using the literary databases
- Read articles related to your critical school
- Read biographies of the major thinkers or founders of your critical school

Write a one and a half page, double spaced, twelve point font report on the critical school you have chosen. The report must have an intro, body paragraphs, and conclusion. Address the following topics in your report:

- The history of the school (where and when it was founded or became popular)
- Describe the philosophy or theory behind that critical school (what are they looking at? Has it changed or evolved?)
- Identify at least one prominent scholar within that field and their contributions (at least one)

Use MLA format to cite direct quotes and paraphrases in-text and include a Works Cited list.

You must use and cite at least two outside sources.

- At least one scholarly article form a peer reviewed journal
- At least one open internet source (not Wikipedia)
- At least one book (e-book, or physical book) on your critical school
- At least one book (e-book, or physical book) on a scholar/scholars within your field

Databases that might be useful for literature:

- Academic Search Complete
- Literary Reference Center
- Literature Resources from Gale